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Introduction: why assess creativity?

This work-in-progress paper investigates different instruments for assessing individual creativity, an essential tool to engineers. Historically, the basis for most modern engineering curricula can be traced to the 1955 ASEE recommendations on engineering curricular, aka the Grinter report [1] that recommends “an integrated study of engineering analysis, design, and engineering systems for professional background, planned and carried out to stimulate creative and imaginative thinking […].” The National Academies of Engineering have identified grand challenges for engineering [2] that recognize that society is growing at an exponential rate in terms of population and technology. These new problems are complex, transdisciplinary and cannot be solved with old solutions; they require creative solutions. Engineering societies have also recognized this need. In the last decade, a number of vision statements on the future of engineering education [e.g. 3,4] point to the fact that creativity is essential to engineering innovation; it is regarded as an important attribute in the education of engineers in order to meet these urgent national and global challenges and to drive economic growth in the new millennium.

There are many barriers to encouraging and enhancing student creativity in engineering classrooms including deductive approaches that produce a single “right answer” and the consideration of engineering as serious and accurate rather than creative. Kazerounian and Foley [5] present a strong case for how the environment negatively impacts creativity in engineering students. They suggest that the elements inherent to creativity – use of non-standard approaches, risk, and learning through failures, are not amenable and are actively discouraged in engineering education.

One additional barrier to including creativity as an outcome in engineering course is determining how faculty can assess the effectiveness of these efforts. This study aims to aid faculty and researchers interested in adding creativity as an objective in the classroom by identifying metrics for measuring creativity with respect primarily to person and product. A variety of instruments that assess the creative person, process, and product are investigated to determine their primary attributes with respect to ease of use and expertise required to score.

The four “p”s of creativity

Using assessment methods requires a basic understanding of the nomenclature commonly used by creativity researcher. Measures of creativity have traditionally split into four branches, initially labeled the Four Ps by Rhodes [6] person (individual attitudes and habits), process (problem-solving steps and nuances), product (the tangible results of process), and press (the surrounding environment). Selecting an instrument to measure creative outcomes is aided by understanding which attribute of creativity is being measured [7]. In general, studies on assessing engineering creativity focus on creative person or the creative product [8]. Creative process is a more complicated procedure; while simple divergent thinking tests might be thought of as
assessing process, full process assessment is more complicated and requires evaluation of problem definition and selection which can have a strong effect on quality of solution [9].

Because much of engineering is focused on design, product is often paramount; it is the unifying factor between engineering and creativity [8]. Because of this, educators may be most interested in assessing the level of creativity displayed in final products; however, it may well be worth educators’ time to also assess the creative person and their creative process that results in such creative products so that the traits exhibited by the person may be fostered and developed to produce even stronger creative products. Cropley proposes an evolution of solutions as follows:

1. A solution is effective.
2. A creative solution is novel and effective
3. An elegant solution has elevated novelty, effectiveness, and aesthetics.
4. A solution exhibiting genesis has elevated elegance, novelty, and aesthetics and causes a paradigm shift within the domain.

Is creativity domain specific?

Two schools of thought exist when further classifying the creative skill-set: one school believes that creativity is founded in knowledge and experience and gained over time without regard to a specific domain [10] while the second believes creativity is domain specific and may be unrelated across domains [11, 12]. That creativity requires expertise in a field lends itself to domain being relevant in the creative process; for example, a poet of renown is not necessarily going to produce an innovative engineering design nor is an engineer going to write an award-winning poem. It is not impossible, but it is not predicted by any known assessments.

An alternative to defining creativity as domain-general or domain-specific is to recognize creativity as a habit that can be developed and applied to a variety of situations or domains [13] while creative products and creative achievement are domain specific. The level of knowledge and experience needed to master a domain and exhibit creative achievement may not leave time for a single person to be successful in more than one domain [14]. Similarly, a creative product must be both novel and applicable to the problem it solves, meaning that domain-specific knowledge is required to solve the problem, and the solution is unlikely to work in other domains [15].

Instruments to assess creativity

The easiest assessments to administer are those that assess the creative person, which has several instruments designed around its assessment. These instruments all rely on accurate self-reporting from the participants but offer decent predictability of future creative behavior and achievement [16]. These instruments also take little time to complete and are low-costs, as the instruments and their supporting literature can be accessed online at no cost. Each of these instruments, while not directly measuring creativity with regard to science and engineering, have questions that pertain to the field. The instruments identified in this study as measuring creative person include:

- The Kaufman Domains of Creativity Scale (KDOCS) [17]
One caveat to testing creative person is that there are innumerable online or computer-based tests to self-assess creativity. Most are not validated instruments; many are easy to manipulate to obtain desired results, and few provide any domain specificity.

Assessments of creative process and product are not self-assessments or simple questionnaires. These assessments require more time to both complete and score, and they also require expertise to accurately score. As such, the resulting scores give greater insight into the true creative skills of the participants. Two such instruments have set the standards in the field of creativity studies: The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT) [22,23] and the Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT) [24]. A variation of the CAT is the Creative Solution Diagnostic Scale created specifically for engineering design [25]. Table 1 outlines a list of validated creativity assessments and identifies them as measures of creative person, process or product.

Attributes of assessment tools

The intent of this project is not to judge assessment metrics, recognizing that different applications require different attributes and outcomes of assessment metrics. Instead, the intent is to provide guidelines for engineering educators and researchers interested in creativity for selecting appropriate metrics to be used in classrooms and research studies based on metric attributes. Rather than compile these metrics are examined for applicability to science and engineering, ease of administration and completion, expertise required to score, cost to administer, and time required to administer.

Along with being low-cost and low-time commitment, the instruments of creative person are easiest to administer and require the least expertise to score. They offer acceptable predictive ability of future creativity [16] while the TTCT offers the most validated predictive ability [23] and the CAT offering no predictive ability [24]. The TTCT and the CEDA also require training to score, while the CAT requires acknowledged expertise in the domain in question.

Table 2 provides a ranking system of all the instruments’ characteristics based on the traits that are often influential when selecting an instrument. Rankings were assessed according to seminal and or validating literature regarding each instrument. Many of the instruments are comparable in several aspects; the instruments that assess creative person are equal in terms of cost and relative predictability of future creativity [16]. Numbers with an asterisk denote a tie in rank.

Conclusion

For creativity to become part of measurable outcomes in engineering education, faculty and researchers must have the ability to assess the effectiveness of their approaches. This paper presents the early stages of work to delineate qualities of creativity assessments for the benefit of such efforts.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Instrument</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Assessment Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The Kaufman Domains of Creativity Scale (KDOCS)</td>
<td>A 50-question assessment that yields a score that ranks a person’s self-perceived creative abilities as compared to their peers. Questions fall into the domains of everyday, scholarly, performance, Math/science, and artistic. These scores can be used to assess the participant’s overall creativity across all domains. 50 questions. Likert scale.</td>
<td>Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Creative Behavior Inventory</td>
<td>Assesses frequency of engagement in activities often done by highly creative people, broken into six domains: fine arts, crafts, literature, music, performing arts, and math/science. Answers score 0-3 points. A composite score measures the participant’s overall frequency of creative behavior, and individual scores to questions can be used to assess the participant’s creative behavior in a specific domain. 90 questions.</td>
<td>Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Creative Domains Questionnaire (CDQ)</td>
<td>Determines a person’s strongest creative domains. Each question relates to a specific domain, with the CDQ covering 56 domains and the CDQ-R covering 21. Responses to the question are on a six-point scale. The composite score assesses the participant’s general creativity across all domains, while each singular response measures their creativity within the given domain</td>
<td>Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Revised Creative Domains Questionnaire (CDQ-R)</td>
<td>Shortens the CDQ from 56 domains to 21.</td>
<td>Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Creative Achievement Questionnaire (CAQ)</td>
<td>Assesses a person’s field of greatest creative achievement. It contains 12 questions that span ten domains, as well as a question asking for the participant’s self-perceived strengths and a question asking for creative achievements not covered by the other questions. The domains covered in the CAQ are visual arts, music, dance, architectural design, creative writing, humor, inventions, scientific discovery, theater and film, and culinary arts. The responses are numbered from 0 to 7. Responses to the final question about other creative achievements not covered by the ten domains are not scored but are important insights into the participant’s creative strengths</td>
<td>Person</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The Torrance Tests of Creative Thinking (TTCT)</td>
<td>Two main forms - written and visual. A test of divergent thinking. These scores can be used to predict creative ability more than a decade after completion. Requires expert scoring.</td>
<td>Person / product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consensual Assessment Technique (CAT)</td>
<td>Experts in a domain assess the creative products of a sample of participants and rank each product in order of creativity as compared to the other products of the sample. The basis of the CAT is the assumption that experts in a field are the most capable of recognizing creative talent. For this reason, the CAT is known as the “Gold Standard” of creativity assessments. Requires expert scoring and does not predict future creative ability.</td>
<td>Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Solution Diagnosis Scale (CSDS)</td>
<td>A CAT-type assessment specific to engineering / design products. 30-item scale based on a core of four criteria: Relevance &amp; Effectiveness, Novelty, Elegance, and Genesis. Shown to have high reliability even with non-expert scoring.</td>
<td>Product</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Creative Engineering Design Assessment (CEDA)</td>
<td>Assesses the creative process. Since the engineering process differs greatly from most critical thinking processes in its requirement of both divergent and convergent thinking, this instrument is best for capturing an individual’s creative abilities in the creative process.</td>
<td>Process</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### Table 2: Characteristic Ranking of Creativity Instruments

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Least Expensive</th>
<th>Most Predictive</th>
<th>Shortest Duration</th>
<th>Easiest to Administer</th>
<th>Least Expertise to Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1* CDQ-R</td>
<td>1* CDQ-R</td>
<td>1* CDQ-R</td>
<td>1* CDQ-R</td>
<td>1* CDQ-R</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1* CBI</td>
<td>2* CBI</td>
<td>2* CBI</td>
<td>2* CBI</td>
<td>2* CBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1* KDOCS</td>
<td>2* KDOCS</td>
<td>3* KDOCS</td>
<td>1* KDOCS</td>
<td>1* KDOCS</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1* CAQ</td>
<td>2* CAQ</td>
<td>4* CDQ</td>
<td>1* CAQ</td>
<td>1* CAQ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1* CBI</td>
<td>2* CBI</td>
<td>5* CBI</td>
<td>1* CBI</td>
<td>1* CBI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6 CEDA</td>
<td>7 CEDA</td>
<td>6 CEDA</td>
<td>6 CEDA</td>
<td>6 CEDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 TTCT</td>
<td>8 TTCT</td>
<td>7 CAT</td>
<td>7 TTCT</td>
<td>7 TTCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 CAT</td>
<td>8 CAT</td>
<td>8 CAT</td>
<td>8 CAT</td>
<td>8 CAT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Most Expensive</th>
<th>Least Predictive</th>
<th>Longest Duration</th>
<th>Most Difficult to Administer</th>
<th>Most Expertise to Score</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>6 CEDA</td>
<td>7 CEDA</td>
<td>6 CEDA</td>
<td>6 CEDA</td>
<td>6 CEDA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7 TTCT</td>
<td>8 TTCT</td>
<td>7 CAT</td>
<td>7 TTCT</td>
<td>7 TTCT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 CAT</td>
<td>8 CAT</td>
<td>8 CAT</td>
<td>8 CAT</td>
<td>8 CAT</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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